Kit Instructions by Julia Stainton
Featuring the Filed Under Fabulous Kit from Maya Road

Library Drawer Instructions:
1. Cut 2 pieces of sales print patterned paper to 4.25” high by 5.25” wide. Adhere to sides of wood
file drawer and trim away exess.
2. Cut 1 piece of telephone patterned paper to 4.25” high by 3.25” wide. Adhere to back of library
file drawer and trim away excess. Sand edges with sand paper if desired.
3. Cut scrap of patterned paper to 7/8” tall by 1 7/8” wide. Slide into front metal drawer pull.
Insert two pink pins into top of drawer pull as accents.
4. Adhere pink felt flower with hot glue.
5. Adhere white leave under felt flower.
6. Adhere large resin flower on top of felt flower.
Fill library card drawer with photos, memories, lists, printable library cards, journaling, die-cuts etc.

Free Printable Library Card Inserts can be found here.
Free Filed Under Fabulous Digital Cutting Files can be found here.

Purchase Filed Under Fabulous Kit here!

Tag Instructions:
1. Sassy Tag Envelope: Cut glasses paper by 4” high by 6 “ wide. Score fold lines at 1.75” from both
right and left sides. Fold to center to form and overlap area. Stitch or adhere bottom to form a
pocket. Fold top corners at 45 ° angle to open out center. Adhere Keep it sassy on pocket from.
Insert Kraft Tag. Adhere leaves and love heart to front of tag. Tie top of tag with yellow twine.
2. Pink Tag: Cut cherry paper to 4” tall by 2 3/8” wide. Adhere cherry check print scrap of paper.
Staple if desired. Adhere two white leaves. Tie large brown button with twine and adhere.
3. Kraft Tag: Adhere white camera transparency. Adhere yellow resin flower on aperture of
camera. Clip on hashtag clip. Tie top of tag with jute twine.
4. Flair Tag: Cut dress print paper to 4” tall by 2 3/8” wide. Cut piece of chevron ribbon and staple
to top of tag. Adhere black flair button to top of tag.
5. Take Note Tag: Cut scooter paper to 4 ¼” tall by 2 3/8” wide. Fold over top ½ inch of paper and
adhere or stitch as desired. Adhere white butterfly motif. Cut out Take Note paper accent and
adhere. Adhere yellow resin flower.
6. Be You Tiful Tag: Print out library card sheet and cut out card on grey cutting lines. Cut out
BeYouTiful paper accent and adhere. Clip top of card with gold bulldog clip. Adhere pink felt
flower.
7. PomPom Trim Tag: Cut patterned paper to 4” tall by 2 3/8” wide. Adhere pompom trim to top.

